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Story

We Never Learn is a romantic comedy manga series written and illustrated
by Taishi Tsutsui. The series follows the story of Nariyuki Yuiga, a high
school student who is tutoring three brilliant but eccentric girls in order to
get a recommendation to his desired university. The girls are Fumino
Furuhashi, a genius in the humanities; Rizu Ogata, a genius in the
sciences; and Uruka Takemoto, a genius in the arts.

As Nariyuki spends more time with the girls, he begins to develop feelings
for each of them. However, he is unsure who he should choose, and the
girls are all equally determined to win his heart.

We Never Learn Vol 14 continues the story of Nariyuki and the girls. In this
volume, Nariyuki is preparing for his university entrance exams. The girls
are all determined to help him succeed, and they each have their own
unique way of supporting him.

As Nariyuki studies, he begins to realize that he has feelings for all three
girls. However, he is still unsure who he should choose. The girls are all
equally important to him, and he does not want to hurt any of them.
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Characters

Nariyuki Yuiga is the protagonist of We Never Learn. He is a kind and
hardworking high school student who is determined to get into his desired
university. Nariyuki is also a talented tutor, and he is able to help the girls
overcome their academic challenges.

Fumino Furuhashi is one of the girls that Nariyuki is tutoring. She is a
genius in the humanities, and she is always eager to learn new things.
Fumino is also a kind and caring person, and she is always willing to help
others.

Rizu Ogata is another one of the girls that Nariyuki is tutoring. She is a
genius in the sciences, and she is always striving to be the best. Rizu is
also a strong and independent person, and she is not afraid to stand up for
what she believes in.

Uruka Takemoto is the third girl that Nariyuki is tutoring. She is a genius in
the arts, and she is always creating beautiful things. Uruka is also a kind
and gentle person, and she is always looking for ways to make others
happy.

Art

The art in We Never Learn is beautiful and expressive. Tsutsui does a great
job of capturing the emotions of the characters, and the backgrounds are
always detailed and well-drawn. The character designs are also very
unique and memorable.

Overall



We Never Learn Vol 14 is a hilarious and heartwarming romantic comedy.
The story is well-written and engaging, and the characters are all well-
developed and relatable. The art is also beautiful and expressive. Overall,
We Never Learn Vol 14 is a must-read for fans of the series.
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